#TR-LR-1500
trigger &
short plate
$20.00
#TR-G-93-P
trigger plate
$13.99

#TR-G-93-T
trigger only
$8.99

Curled early trigger & plate.....................
.#TR-G-93-(T & P)
A popular design, this simple but elegant
curled trigger is a
good choice for use on a flint longrifle or
pistol.
Our popular trigger plate is sold separately, and is often
used with other  triggers. The slot is
about .145” wide,
easily enlarged to accept a musket or
trade gun trigger.
Malleable steel, it may be cold bent to fit a pistol, without much risk
of breakage. Made in the USA of malleable wax cast steel.
#TR-G-93-T trigger, curled, wax cast steel
only $ 8.99
#TR-G-93-P trigger plate, slotted, wax cast steel only $13.99

Trigger & trigger plate
assembly.............#TR-LR-1500
A good choice for hunting rifles. Fits well in most
triggerguards. The pivot pin is high, for maximum leverage and
minimum trigger pull. The thick plate can be drilled at the front to
accept a tang screw from above, and secured with a wood screw
at the back. Assembled from wax cast steel parts.
#TR-LR-1500 trigger assembly with short plate only $20.00
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#TR-LR-1500-C
trigger & plate assembly
$20.00

Made in the U.S.A.

Trigger & trigger plate
assembly.. #TR-LR-1500-C
A nice curled flint style
trigger for your fine early
longrifle. Fits well in most triggerguards. Assembled from wax
cast steel parts.
#TR-LR-1500-C
trigger assembly
only $20.00

#TR-G-260-T
trigger
$13.99

#TR-Leman-1-T
H. E. Leman
trigger
$6.99
#TR-G-262-T
trigger
$13.99

#TR-Pist-C-TP
pistol trigger
& curved plate
$18.99

#TR-Leman-1-P
trigger plate
$6.99

#TR-G-263-T
trigger
$13.99

Fancy early curled triggers:
These early curled and scroll triggers can easily be installed in our
#TR-G-93-P trigger plate. Pin them directly to the wood, in the upper
front corner, using #PIN-3/32 for best leverage. Wax cast steel.
#TR-G-260-T
trigger, three curls
only $13.99
#TR-G-262-T
trigger, one curl
only $13.99
#TR-G-263-T
trigger, scroll back
only $13.99
#TR-G-93-P
trigger plate, slotted
only $13.99

H. E. Leman trade gun trigger & plate:
Large enough for a big Northwest trade gun,
but small enough for use on a “trade rifle” such as
those made by the famous H. E. Leman, Edward
K. Tryon, J. Henry and others who made guns for
trade to the westbound settlers. Wax cast steel.
#TR-Leman-1-T trigger
only $ 6.99
#TR-Leman-1-P trigger plate
only $ 6.99
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Early pistol trigger and plate................... #TR-Pist-C-TP
A good choice for late 18th or 19th century pistols, the
long curled trigger plate can be trimmed to fit many different
stock profiles.
The trigger plate is .475” wide, and tapers to .300” at each end.
Plate length is 3-7/8”. The sides taper, sometimes called “draft”,
to simplify inletting. The curled trigger is about .330” wide, with a
scroll back. Not too tall, this trigger allows a slim and graceful wrist.
#TR-Pist-C-TP
pistol trigger assembly
only $18.99

#TR-Pist-T-TP
pistol trigger
& trigger plate
$18.99

Pistol trigger and plate:
This attractive traditional style
trigger has a wide face,
and curled tip, for use on early
flint pistols, or small
longrifles. Wax cast steel.
The trigger plate is .470” at the widest point, 2.75” length.
#TR-Pist-T-T
pistol trigger, cast steel
only $ 6.99
#TR-Pist-T-P
pistol trigger plate, cast steel
only $10.99
#TR-Pist-T-TP pistol trigger & plate, assembled only $18.99

#TR-Penn-TP
scroll trigger
assembly
$18.99

Trigger with scroll work
and trigger plate, assembled..............
#TR-Penn-TP
Trigger and trigger plate, with open
lace work, for
a fancy longrifle. Wax cast steel, the plate
is about .410”
wide. The trigger face is about .400” wide,
for a smooth
comfortable feel. This is our most highly decorated scroll
back trigger.
#TR-Penn-TP scroll trigger and plate, assembled only $18.99

